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another expert on Chinese culture to fill specific
gaps in the public display while consigning the
rest of the collection to permanent storage. Lucas
approached Stewart Culin, an ethnologist affiliated
with the Brooklyn Institute Museum, with a list of
desired objects that included models of junks and
old matchlock weapons (FL/SC 4/9/12, FL/HFO
4/30/12, AMCA No. 1003). Once these items were
secured, the collection was now complete, at least
to the satisfaction of Museum officials. The matter

was officially closed.

Conclusion

But as the Museum was deciding the fate of the
collection, Laufer was busy following the great
changes underway in China and contemplating
their effect on the field of Chinese anthropology.
Though his second expedition to China in 1908
had been successful, he had been unable replicate
the work he had completed in 1904 for the simple
reason that, in the intervening years, the forces
°f modernization had swept in so many drastic
changes. Furthermore, in 1911, a political event
°f seismic proportions further accelerated the mod
ernization process: the Qing Dynasty collapsed and
the Nationalist Party, led by Sun Yat-sen, ushered
ln a republican form of government. According to
Laufer, much of the traditional Chinese culture that
had endured for centuries had now disappeared
forever. “The days of antiquity which once formed
the source of a delightful object-lesson for the
ethnologist have thoroughly vanished,” he wrote,

a nd the process of modernization is pervading all
departments of activity” (Laufer 1912: 135 f.).

Though saddened by these developments,
Laufer found some consolation in the fact that they
had at least conferred new relevance onto his great
ent tragically misunderstood Chinese collection.
Laufer had always defined his professional mis-
Sl0n as salvaging cultures before the juggernaut
°f Western civilization leveled them. “Ethnolo-

jifists are a life-saving crew,” he wrote, “which
ave the duty of rescuing perishing cultures and

People from wreck” (Laufer 1912; 138). In 1900,
au fer had interpreted the Boxer Uprising as an

Un mistakable sign that China’s wreck was now
Eminent and that the next few years would afford
an thropologists one final window of opportunity,
^ce Laufer alone had heeded the warning, his
0 ection was unique. In 1912, a European si-

j ogist finally acknowledged the importance of
auter’s expedition. “You deserve congratulation

0r having seized the right opportunity,” because

“it is impossible to do at the present time what
could be done ten years ago” (Laufer 1912: 136).

To be sure, the events following Laufer’s re
turn from China in 1904 had not gone as he had
hoped: both Laufer and Boas had been forced
out of their positions, the Museum had rearranged
Chinese Hall and altered its message, and the bulk
of the collection now languished inside of dark
padlocked cabinets. Though Laufer was powerless
to affect decisions made in New York, he could
still find some solace in the realization that his

collection alone offered a snapshot of old China
before it had vanished from the earth. Though
forces beyond his control had separated him from
the Chinese collection, he had at least put to
gether an ethnographic time capsule of Chinese
life before his window of opportunity had closed
forever. “These chances are now upset,” he wrote
nostalgically in 1912, “the romance of China has
died away with the end of the chivalrous Manchu
dynasty” (Laufer 1912: 137).
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